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	We are delighted to see this edited book as the result of our intensive work

	over the past year. We succeeded in attracting high quality submissions of which

	we could only include 19 papers in this edited book. The present text aims at

	helping the reader whether researcher or practitioner to grasp the basic concept

	of reusability which is very essential in this rapidly growing information era. The

	authors emphasize the need for reusability and how it could be adapted in the right

	way. Actually reusability leads to satisfy a multiobjective optimization process, that

	is, to minimize the time, cost and effort spent to develop new products, technologies,

	information repositories, etc. Instead of always starting from scratch and reinventing

	the wheel in a process that consumes and wastes time, effort, and resources,

	practitioners and developers should always look into the possibility of reusing some

	of the existing entities to produce new ones. In other words, reuse and integration

	are essential concepts that must be enforced to avoid duplicating the effort. This

	problem is investigated from different perspectives. In organizations, high volumes

	of data from different sources form a big threat for filtering out the information for

	effective decision making. To address all these vital and serious concerns, this book

	covers the most recent advances in information reuse and integration. It contains

	high quality research papers written by experts in the field. Some of them are

	extended versions of the best papers which were presented at IEEE International

	Conference on Information Reuse and Integration, which was held in Las Vegas in

	August 2010.

	The present text aims at helping the reader to maximize the reuse of information. Topics covered include tools and services for creating simple, rich, and reusable knowledge representations to explore strategies for integrating this knowledge into legacy systems. The reuse and integration are essential concepts that must be enforced to avoid duplicating the effort and reinventing the wheel each time in the same field. This problem is investigated from different perspectives. in organizations, high volumes of data from different sources form a big threat for filtering out the information for effective decision making. the reader will be informed of the most recent advances in information reuse and integration.
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Exploring PythonMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Given so many other programming languages in the world, why should you learn Python
	as your first exposure to computer programming? Well, the real answer is that your
	instructor selected the both the language and this textbook for the course, so what choice
	do you have? Nonetheless, let me explain why this was a very good decision.
...
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Go! All in One: Computer Concepts and ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2012

	Why should you consider  GO! All In One: Computer Concepts and Applications ? Because it teaches computer concepts and applications together  -  the way it is in the real world!¿ It engages students right away by focusing on jobs and incorporating Web 2.0 apps in a logical way.¿¿
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Network Innovation through OpenFlow and SDN: Principles and DesignCRC Press, 2014

	Software-defined networking (SDN) technologies powered by the OpenFlow protocol provide viable options to address the bandwidth needs of next-generation computer networks. And, since many large corporations already produce network devices that support the OpenFlow standard, there are opportunities for those who can manage complex and...
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GirlhoodBloomsbury Publishing, 2021

	
		National Bestseller

		

		Named a Most Anticipated Book by:

		The New York Times * Buzzfeed * Time.com * OprahMag.com * The Millions * The Rumpus * LitHub * Paperback Paris * The Lily (Washington Post) * Ms. * LAMBDA Literary

		

		A gripping set of stories...
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Proceedings of CEE 2019: Advances in Resource-saving Technologies and Materials in Civil and Environmental Engineering (Lecture Notes in Civil Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		This book gathers the latest advances, innovations, and applications in the field of effective methods of calculation, resource-saving technologies and advanced materials in civil and environmental engineering, as presented by leading international researchers and engineers at the XVII International Scientific Conference Current...
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Multivariable Control Systems: An Engineering Approach (Advanced Textbooks in Control and Signal Processing)Springer, 2003

Multivariable control techniques solve issues of complex specification and modelling errors elegantly but the complexity of the underlying mathematics is much higher than presented in traditional single-input, single-output control courses.

Multivariable Control Systems focuses on control...
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